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DM-50X
Output:18,000 gummies/hr.
DM-50X is the best fit as confectionary toolkit and

contributes to a successful manually operated production

line. This powerful equipment is able to produce hard

candies, gummies, toffees, and lollipops at piece weights

ranging from 2g to 16g. With hygienic design built right in,

DM-50X is ideal for production to validation standards for

healthcare products.

DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor
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“
Why Not Use
DM-50X To Bring
Your Dream
Gummy To Life? ”
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DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor
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DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor

Feature:
 Servo-driven depositing system
 Indexing mould conveyor
 Electric heated hopper, optional second hopper

for two-color products
 Full PLC controls with recipe management and alarm

handling
 Quick product changeover
 Up to 30 strokes/min
 2g to 16g product weight
 Wide Application in nutraceutical, medicated and functional

supplement market.
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The benefits of this depostor are as follows:

1.Consistent high quality and accuracy

 servo-driven, batch-run depositing system for

entry-level operations

 deposit high-quality, smooth products with

sustained control of size and shape and high

piece weight accuracy.

2.High quality, low-cost alternative to

traditional methods
 Small footprint with low energy costs, and

elimination of starch

 Significantly reduce production costs

compared with conventional starch moulding

processes.

 Low scrap rate, quick product changeovers,

and continuous processing mean a rapid

payback is assured.

DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor

3.Production to validation standards

 Where validation of the process is required:

dosing is consistent and repeatable

 No recycling of starch, suitable for

healthcare products,

 hygienic and easily cleaned.

4.Learning Center

 The development work required to launch a

successful new product or improve an

existing process happens in our Learning

Center.

 A full range of pilot-scale equipment,

testing, and assistance from our expert food

technologists helps avoid using valuable

plant time.
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Technical Data DM-50X

Capacity 18,000 gummies/hour

Depositing speed 35 times /min

Applications Gummy, hard candies, lollipop, toffee

Power supply 220V 60HZ 3pH 5KW

Hopper Size 30 L

Mold type Silicon, 2D &3D metal mold

Dimension and weight 1180X786X2019 mm 300kg

Gummy weight 2-16g(Customize for other weight)

DM-50X
Mini Small Batch Depositor
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Optional
Mould Stacker+ Cooling Cart

Mould Stacker+ Cooling Cart:
 The SaintyCo automatic mould stacking and cooling cart system

integrates with ServoDose DM-50X confectionery depositors
to eliminate the labor needed to handle moulds in low output
production environments manually.

 The system automatically loads moulds from the ServoDose
DM-50X into portable racks for transfer to a cooler. It comprises
a stainless steel cart lifter attached directly to the delivery end of
the ServoDose DM-50X and a set of mobile stainless steel
carts, each with a 10-tier mould rack.
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Technical Data GummyCook 100
Material of contact parts SS 304

Power 12KW 60 Amps
Heating temperature 0℃-100℃
Evaporation capacity 40kgs/h

Heating area 0.6㎡

Power supply 220V/60Hz/1Phase

Optional
GummyCook 100

Feature:
 Use for cooking pectin, sugar, corn syrup
 Tilting to the ground to pour solution
 Working temperature: 0-145℃
 Capacity: 100L
 Material: SUS304
 Stirrer power: 1.1kw
 Reduction ratio: 1:60
 Temperature control
 Heating style: 300 heat conduction oil
 Heating type: Electrical
 With wheels, easy to move
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Optional
Drying Trays &Dolly

Feature:
Drying Trays
 Broad temperature range (from fridge to room temperature to

180F sanitizing rinse
 Combination of chemicals, processes, and equipment deliver a

tray that is impact resistant, almost impossible to break, and a
much improved bonding at knit point (NO CRACKS!)

 Ergonomically designed for easy handling and reach capability.
Exceptional dimensional stability. Labor saving and production
reduction features by racking your product

 Unique slot-vent bottoms ensure faster drying
 Self-stackable trays maximize floor-to-ceiling space

Dolly
 Broad temperature range (from fridge to room temperature to

180F sanitizing rinse
 Combination of chemicals, processes, and equipment deliver a

tray that is impact resistant, almost impossible to break, and a
much improved bonding at knit point (NO CRACKS!)

 Ergonomically designed for easy handling and reach capability.
Exceptional dimensional stability. Labor saving and production
reduction features by racking your product

 Unique slot-vent bottoms ensure faster drying
 Self-stackable trays maximize floor-to-ceiling space
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Technical Data CP-1000
Overall Height 1600mm
Overall Length 1000mm
Overall Width 1000mm
Material Machine - Stainless Steel with bead blast finish
Output Dependent on use
Weight 1000Kg
Uses Coating of hard candies, nuts, gum, tablets

Optional
Sugar Polishing Pan

Sugar Polishing Pan:
Sugar Polishing Pan application for sugar, oil, wax
coating.
Manufactured from full stainless-steel construction,
coating pans are particularly suited to coating a
range of confectionary products, and are often used
for the coating of tablets, nuts, chocolates and
candies.
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Optional
Demolding

Demolding:
 Pneumatic driven air cylinder for demolding
 Changeable demolding plate to fit both metal and silicon mold
 Hand bar for easy deposit control
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Pneumatic Driven Air Cylinder

Changeable Demolding
Plate to Fit Silicon Mold

Optional
Demolding
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Changeable
Demolding Plate

MetalSilicon Mold Demolding

Silicon Mold Demolding

Optional
Demolding
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Example: Silicon Mold Metal Mold
Cavity Dimensions Ø21mm x16.5mm Deep 21mm x 19mm x14.3mm Deep

Pitch Between Cavities 28.6mm x 10 28.6mm x 10
Mould Dimensions 407mm x 94mm 407mm x 94mm
Cavity Layout 10x3= 30 Cavities 10x3= 30 Cavities

Depositing Configuration 10-Head Depositor 10-Head Depositor

Different Mold Options

Flexible to custom mold based on your gummy design
and dimensions:
Silicon Mold:

Metal Mold:
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Different Models For All Your
Production Demands!
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SaintyCo Also Offer:

 Gummy Counting Bottle Packing Solution
 Automatic Weighing Bottling Production Line
 Sugar sanding drum
 Gummy Coating Pan
 Gummy Molds
 Pouch Packaging Machine

For additional information, please drop e-mail to
info@saintyco.com
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